Theoretical effect of changes in entrance pupil magnification on wavefront-guided laser refractive corneal surgery.
To explore theoretically the effect on the correction of higher order aberrations of changes in the magnification between the aperture stop (iris) and entrance pupil of the eye, following myopic excimer laser ablation. Using a simple schematic eye model, paraxial calculations were made of the position and magnification of the entrance pupil of the eye as a function of the power of a myopic photorefractive keratectomy correction. Corneal flattening following myopic corneal ablation results in a reduction in the magnification between the aperture stop (iris) and entrance pupil. This implies that an ablation designed to correct higher order errors on the basis of the preoperative wavefront aberration across the entrance pupil will result in an incomplete correction. Taking into account the fact that the total ocular aberration depends on the combined effects of all optical components of the eye, which are distributed in depth, rather than being associated simply with the anterior surface of the cornea, the exact effects depend on the methods used to measure the aberration and the distribution of the total aberration between the different components of the eye. The errors in correction increase with the magnitude of the myopic correction. To minimize the postoperative higher order aberrations in higher amounts of myopia, it may be desirable to remeasure them after a first ablation to correct the second-order refractive errors and then to carry out a second ablation to correct the higher order aberrations.